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Local overview of the course

I Past two weeks: abstract networks

I Upcoming two weeks: simulating dynamical network models
and network inference

I This week: How to simulate models of interacting entities?
I Next week: How to infer unknown networks from observations?



This ain’t no physics

I Biology does not follow universal laws.

“Nothing in Biology Makes Sense Except in the Light
of Evolution”

—Theodosius Dobzhansky

I We study biology through models, which are simplifications of
the world.

“Essentially, all models are wrong, but some are
useful.”

—George E. P. Box
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Learning goals for this week

I To understand the reasons for the complexity of gene
regulation.

I To know modelling formalisms used to model gene regulation.

I To be able to simulate gene expression and regulation.

I To understand the effects of system parameters through
simulation.
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Gene expression



Transcrption regulation
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R E V I EW S

ORTHOLOGY

Two sequences are orthologous
if they share a common ancestor
and are separated by speciation.

PHYLOGENETIC FOOTPRINTING 

An approach that seeks to
identify conserved regulatory
elements by comparing genomic
sequences between related
species.

MACHINE LEARNING

The ability of a program to learn
from experience — that is, to
modify its execution on the basis
of newly acquired information.
In bioinformatics, neural
networks and Monte Carlo
Markov Chains are well-known
examples.

Identification of regions that control transcription
An initial step in the analysis of any gene is the identifi-
cation of larger regions that might harbour regulatory
control elements. Several advances have facilitated the
prediction of such regions in the absence of knowl-
edge about the specific characteristics of individual cis-
regulatory elements. These tools broadly fall into two
categories: promoter (transcription start site; TSS)
and enhancer detection. The methods are influenced
by sequence conservation between ORTHOLOGOUS genes
(PHYLOGENETIC FOOTPRINTING), nucleotide composition and
the assessment of available transcript data.

Functional regulatory regions that control transcrip-
tion rates tend to be proximal to the initiation site(s) of
transcription. Although there is some circularity in the
data-collection process (regulatory sequences are sought
near TSSs and are therefore found most often in these
regions), the current set of laboratory-annotated regula-
tory sequences indicates that sequences near a TSS are
more likely to contain functionally important regulatory
controls than those that are more distal. However, specifi-
cation of the position of a TSS can be difficult. This is fur-
ther complicated by the growing number of genes that
selectively use alternative start sites in certain contexts.
Underlying most algorithms for promoter prediction is a
reference collection known as the ‘Eukaryotic Promoter
Database’ (EPD)4. Early bioinformatics algorithms that
were used to pinpoint exact locations for TSSs were
plagued by false predictions5. These TSS-detection tools
were frequently based on the identification of TATA-box
sequences, which are often located ~30 bp upstream of a
TSS. The leading TATA-box prediction method6, reflect-
ing the promiscuous binding characteristics of the TATA-
binding protein, predicts TATA-like sequences nearly
every 250 bp in long genome sequences.

A new generation of algorithms has shifted the
emphasis to the prediction of promoters — that is,
regions that contain one or more TSS(s). Given that
many genes have multiple start sites, this change in
focus is biochemically justified.

The dominant characteristic of promoter sequences
in the human genome is the abundance of CpG dinu-
cleotides. Methylation plays a key role in the regulation
of gene activity. Within regulatory sequences, CpGs
remain unmethylated, whereas up to 80% of CpGs in
other regions are methylated on a cytosine. Methylated
cytosines are mutated to adenosines at a high rate,
resulting in a 20% reduction of CpG frequency in
sequences without a regulatory function as compared
with the statistically predicted CpG concentration7.
Computationally, the CG dinucleotide imbalance can be
a powerful tool for finding regions in genes that are
likely to contain promoters8.

Numerous methods have been developed that
directly or indirectly detect promoters on the basis of
the CG dinucleotide imbalance. Although complex
computational MACHINE-LEARNING algorithms have been
directed towards the identification of promoters, simple
methods that are strictly based on the frequency of CpG
dinucleotides perform remarkably well at correctly pre-
dicting regions that are proximal to or that contain the

does not reveal the entire picture. There is only partial
correlation between transcript and protein concentra-
tions3. Nevertheless, the selective transcription of genes
by RNA polymerase-II under specific conditions is cru-
cially important in the regulation of many, if not most,
genes, and the bioinformatics methods that address the
initiation of transcription are sufficiently mature to
influence the design of laboratory investigations.

Below, we introduce the mature algorithms and
online resources that are used to identify regions that
regulate transcription. To this end, underlying meth-
ods are introduced to provide the foundation for
understanding the correct use and limitations of each
approach. We focus on the analysis of cis-regulatory
sequences in metazoan genes, with an emphasis on
methods that use models that describe transcription-
factor binding specificity. Methods for the analysis of
regulatory sequences in sets of co-regulated genes will
be addressed elsewhere.We use a case study of the human
skeletal muscle troponin gene TNNC1 to demonstrate
the specific execution of the described methods. A set of
accompanying online exercises provides the means for
researchers to independently explore some of the meth-
ods highlighted in this review (see online links box).
Because the field is rapidly changing, emerging classes of
software will be described in anticipation of the creation
of accessible online analysis tools.

Distal TFBS

Proximal TFBS

Transcription
initiation complex Transcription

initiation

CRM

Co-activator complex

Chromatin

Figure 1 | Components of transcriptional regulation. Transcription factors (TFs) bind 
to specific sites (transcription-factor binding sites; TFBS) that are either proximal or 
distal to a transcription start site. Sets of TFs can operate in functional cis-regulatory 
modules (CRMs) to achieve specific regulatory properties. Interactions between bound TFs
and cofactors stabilize the transcription-initiation machinery to enable gene expression. 
The regulation that is conferred by sequence-specific binding TFs is highly dependent on the
three-dimensional structure of chromatin.

(Image from: Wasserman & Sandelin. Nat Rev Genet. 5(4):276-87, 2004.)



Facts about gene regulation

I ≈20,000 genes in human, estimated 2000 of those are
transcription factors (TFs)

I 250,000+ proteins

I Gene expression is highly spatially and temporally regulated

I E.g. nearly half of mouse genes vary by circadian rhythm
somewhere in the body



The process and regulation of gene expression I

1. Recruitment and formation of transcription initiation complex
I DNA accessibility, TF binding, epigenetics

2. Transcription initiation
I TF binding, TF post-translational modifications

3. Elongation
I Pausing, polymerase falling off

4. Transcription termination
I Termination factors
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The process and regulation of gene expression II

5. Splicing and other RNA processing
I Splicing factors

6. mRNA transport
I Various RNA-binding proteins

7. Translation
I Ribosome function, tRNA availability

8. mRNA degradation
I Various mechanisms; incl. micro RNAs (miRNAs) and

nonsense-mediated mRNA decay
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A cell as a dynamical system

The state of the cell as a d-dimensional vector:

x(t) = (x1(t), . . . , xd(t))T ∈ C ⊂ Rd

Questions:

I Which variables should the state include?

I What values are allowed for the variables?

I How to model the evolution of the state over time?

I What about spatial aspects? (Ignored here)



Different approaches for simulating a cell

Discrete state – Continuous state

Discrete time – Continuous time

Deterministic – Stochastic
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An example system

Consider a system with two regulators (transcription factors) ANT
and BEE regulating a target gene TAR:

x(t) =

xANT (t)
xBEE (t)
xTAR(t)





Ordinary differential equations: Modelling a deterministic
continuous time / continuous state process

A general form for a differential equation:

dx(t)

dt
= f (x(t), t)

Example of a regulatory model

f (x(t), t) = f (x(t)) =

 −λANT xANT (t)
−λBEExBEE (t)

c · xANT (t)xBEE (t)− λTARxTAR(t)
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Simulating ordinary differential equations (ODEs)

Consider an initial value problem

dx(t)

dt
= f (x(t), t), x(0) = x0

Numerical solution in theory (Euler’s method):

I Pick a (small) time step δ

I Simulate a single discrete step:

x(t + δ) = x(t) + δ · f (x(t), t)

In practice:

I Use a ready ODE solver



Ordinary differential equation models in practice

Pros:

I Powerful framework

I Can define mechanistic models with interpretable parameters

I Efficient solvers widely available

Cons:

I Cannot model discrete variables and discrete transitions

I Deterministic model can be unrealistic
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Modelling a stochastic continuous time / continuous state
process

A general form for a stochastic differential equation:

dx(t) = f (x(t), t)dt + Σ(x(t), t)dB(t)

where dB(t) is a differential Brownian motion satisfying in a
suitable sense (Itô integral)∫ t

0
dB(t) = N(0, t) (cf .

∫ t

0
dt = t)



Simulating a stochastic continuous time / continuous state
process

Consider an initial value problem

dx(t) = f (x(t), t)dt + Σ(x(t), t)dB(t), x(0) = x0

Numerical solution in theory (Euler-Maruyama method):

I Pick a (small) time step δ

I Simulate a single discrete step:

x(t + δ) = x(t) + δ · f (x(t), t) + Σ(x(t), t)ηt ,

where
ηt ∼ N(0, δI)



Stochastic differential equation models in practice

Pros:

I Powerful framework

I Can define mechanistic models with interpretable parameters

I Can provide very realistic stochastic models of continuous
phenomena

Cons:

I Cannot model discrete variables and discrete transitions

I Solvers not as widely available as ODE solvers
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Discrete states and Markov property

I Some properties are inherently discrete (e.g. number of
molecules x in a single cell)

I Can have a big impact on modelling small non-negative values

I For discrete states and jumps, duration of a state becomes
important

I Common simplification: Markov property

p(x(t + δ)|x(τ ≤ t)) = p(x(t + δ)|x(t))



Markov jump processes: Modelling a stochastic continuous
time / discrete state process

p(x(t + dt)|x(t)) = f (x(t)), x(0) = x0

Simulation loop:

I Simulate the time until next change (depends on f )

I Simulate the change itself

Try it out in practice in the exercises!



Markov jump processes in practice

Pros:

I Powerful framework

I Can define mechanistic models with interpretable parameters

I Can provide very realistic stochastic models of discrete
phenomena

Cons:

I General purpose solves usually not available (but not too
difficult to implement)

I Simulation can be really slow if many potential states
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How to select the function f ?

I Selecting f is a big modelling choice along with selecting the
approach

I Assuming a well-mixed system of discrete entities one can
derive an f for Markov jump process

I The average of this process follows a known ODE

I Stochasticity can be captured better by a SDE

I More about these in the study circle and the exercises
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Learning goals for this week

I To understand the reasons for the complexity of gene
regulation.

I To know modelling formalisms used to model gene regulation.

I To be able to simulate gene expression and regulation.

I To understand the effects of system parameters through
simulation.



Next steps

Thursday:

I Study circle on simulation methods

I Computer exercises on simulation methods

Next week:

I Network inference



Tasks for the study circle on Thursday

Papers:

I Gillespie D. Exact stochastic simulation of coupled chemical
reactions. Journal of physical chemistry 81(25):2340–2361,
1977.

I Gillespie D. The chemical Langevin equation. The journal of
chemical physics 113(1):297–306, 2000.

Tasks for different groups:

Group 1 Read Gillespie (1977)
(Last name starts with A-H) (especially Secs. I, IIIB, IIIC)

Group 2 Read Gillespie (2000)
(Last name starts with I-L) (especially Secs. I, II, III)

Group 3 Read Gillespie (2000)
(Last name starts with M-Z) (especially Secs. I, II, IV)
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